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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
FaderMate is a moving fader automation system which has been designed to be retrofitted
to a wide range of analogue recording consoles.
Fitting the system involves replacing the existing audio faders in the console with the
motorised faders supplied as part of the FaderMate Fader Control Unit (FCU) kit.
FaderMate specifically does not require any mechanical modifications to be made to faderrelated metalwork in most consoles.
Each bank of 8 faders is controlled by a single FCU circuit board (see section 2.4) which
must be installed in the fader tray void. The FaderMate system as a whole is controlled by
a 1U rackmount Master Control Unit (MCU - see section 2.2).

1.2 Document Outline
This document explains the following:


How to determine if a particular console is compatible with FaderMate



How the system plugs together



How to install a full system

1.3 Further Reading
For more information about how to use the product after it has been installed, please refer
to the FaderMate Product Manual.
For specific information relating to the FaderMate GUI management software application
(used for system calibration and configuration), please refer to the FaderMate GUI User
Guide.
The latest versions of these documents can be found at
http://fadermate.co.uk/downloads.html.
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2 System Overview
This section gives a brief overview of the FaderMate system in order to provide context for
sections 3 (Console Compatibility Requirements) and 4 (Fitting Instructions).
More detailed descriptions of the roles of the various system components are given in the
Product Manual (available at http://fadermate.co.uk/downloads.html).

2.1 Component Descriptions
A FaderMate system comprises two subsystem kits: a single Master Control Unit (MCU) kit
and up to 4 Fader Control Unit (FCU) kits.

2.2 MCU Overview
The Master Control Unit is the heart of the FaderMate system. It is a 1U rackmount
module which should be mounted close to the console. It connects the FaderMate system
to the computer by means of 8 MIDI DIN connectors (on the rear panel) and a USB
management connector (on the front panel).
The front and rear panels of the MCU are shown in Figures 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

Figure 2.2.1 – MCU Front Panel

Figure 2.2.2 – MCU Rear Panel
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2.3 MCU Kit Contents
The MCU kit contains the following components:
a) 1 x FaderMate MCU module
b) 1 x daisychain data interface cable
c) 1 x master data interface cable
d) 1 x length of two core power cable
e) 1 x IEC mains cable
f) 1 x USB type A to type B configuration cable
A full MCU kit is shown in Figure 2.3.1.

Figure 2.3.1 – MCU Kit Contents

2.4 FCU Overview
The Fader Control Unit (FCU) is a single circuit board which deals with the automation of a
bank of 8 faders.
It receives its power from and communicates with the DAW software via the MCU.
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2.5 FCU Kit Contents
The FCU kit contains the following components:
•

1 x FaderMate FCU module

•

8 x Alps motorised faders (fitted with custom ribbon cables)

•

8 x metallised fader knobs

A full FCU kit is shown in Figure 2.5.1.

Figure 2.5.1 – FCU Kit Contents
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2.6 Block Diagram
The block diagram of an example 24 channel FaderMate installation is shown in Figure
2.6.1.

Figure 2.6.1 – 24 Channel Installation Block Diagram
A single MCU can support between 1 and 4 (inclusive) FCUs and thus up to 32 moving
faders can be accommodated. There is no reason (in principle) that an installation could
not include 2 or more MCUs to allow more than 32 faders to be automated (subject to
support in your preferred DAW software).
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3 Console Compatibility Requirements
Although FaderMate is intended to be a universal system, there are several mechanical
factors to consider when determining whether your console is compatible with the system.
These requirements can be summarised as:


The motorised faders must fit in place of the original faders



The console must be able to accommodate the FCU circuit boards in such a way
that the motorised fader interface cables reach between the board connectors and
the faders



There must be a way to get the necessary data interface and power cables inside
the console and connected to one of the FCU circuit boards

It may also be useful to refer to sections 2 (System Overview) and 4 (Fitting Instructions)
which provide some context for how the whole system fits together.

3.1 Fader Body Fit
Each FCU kit ships with 8 Alps motorised faders.
The crucial difference between this fader and a non-motorised unit is that there is a drive
pulley at the top of the fader as shown in Figure 3.1.1.

Figure 3.1.1 – Motorised Fader Drive Pulley
The presence of the drive pulley extends the body of the fader by approximately 14mm
beyond the centre of the top fader mounting hole.
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FaderMate will only fit a console which can accommodate this extended fader body. The
parts which are most likely to foul the motorised fader are
•

The first potentiometer/switch in the channel strip (at the top of the fader)

•

The console ‘buffer rail’ (at the bottom of the fader)

Figure 3.1.2 illustrates these space constraints in a typical console.

Figure 3.1.2 – Typical Motorised Fader Space Constraints

3.2 Fader Cables
The faders supplied as part of the standard FCU kit are fitted with cables 10cm in length. If
required to accommodate mechanical peculiarities of a particular console, you may
request any number of your motorised faders to be fitted with an alternative longer cable of
approximate length 33cm.
Please see section 3.5 (Planning Your Installation) for more details about the
circumstances under which it is appropriate to request faders with longer interface cables
when submitting an order.
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3.3 FCU Fit
An outline (plan view) drawing of the FCU circuit board is shown in Figure 3.3.1. Note that
if the diagram is printed on A4 paper it is to scale.
Crucially, the FCU board has dimensions of 23.2 cm x 14.5 cm x 2.5cm (width x length x
height) and would usually be placed in the fader tray directly underneath the faders which
it controls.
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Figure 3.3.1 – FCU Circuit Board Dimensions
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Figure 3.3.2 shows a photograph of 2 FCU circuit boards with all ancillary connection
cables (although no audio wires and no faders) fitted.
NOTE: As the ‘daisychain’ power and data cables are used to allow all FCU boards
to connect to the MCU through a single set of connectors/cables, they are only
necessary for systems which include more than 1 FCU.

Figure 3.3.2 – FCU Boards With FaderMate System Connections

The standard motorised fader (including connector) adds a further 3.5cm to the required
fader tray depth giving a total required height of 6 cm from the bottom of the fader
faceplates to the bottom of the fader tray.
To illustrate the space taken up by an FCU underneath the motorised faders. Figure 3.3.3
shows a single motorised fader installed in a console above an FCU which has been fitted
in the fader tray.
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Figure 3.3.3 – FCU Circuit Board and Motorised Fader Installed in Console

Figure 3.3.4 illustrates the total FCU system component stack up which determines the
required fader tray depth.

Figure 3.3.4 – FCU Circuit Board and Motorised Fader Stackup (Side View)
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3.4 Cabling
It is expected that the MCU will usually be mounted in an equipment rack adjacent to the
console. It is necessary to pass two types of cable from the rear of the MCU to one of the
FCUs inside the console:


Master data interface cable (a 26 way ribbon cable of length 2 metres terminated at
both ends by DB25 connectors).



Power cable (a 2 core cable of length 2 metres and diameter ~6mm)

Figure 3.4.1 shows the master data interface cable.

Figure 3.4.1 – Master Data Interface Cable
It is important to consider the dimensions of the DB25 connectors on the data interface
cable as one of these must also be passed into the console. The dimensions of the DB25
connectors are shown in Figure 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.4.2 – Data Interface Cable DB25 Connector Dimensions

Figure 3.4.3 shows a length of the supplied power cable.

Figure 3.4.3 – Power Cable
The two possible ways of getting the cables inside the console are:


Cutting/drilling panels and grommeting the hole(s)



Feeding the cables through existing gaps in the metalwork

Note that the data interface cable is 2 metres long. It is therefore not possible to locate the
MCU further than this distance from the console.
Dimensions for the daisychain data cable used to connect together all of the FCUs in the
system are shown in Figure 3.4.4.
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Figure 3.4.4 – Daisychain Data Cable Dimensions
The cable length and connector spacing on the standard daisychain data cable are
adequate for most consoles. However, we are able to accommodate requests for the
supply of non-standard data cables where necessary (subject to maximum length
constraints).

3.5 Planning Your Installation
When planning a FaderMate installation, here are some questions you should ask
yourself:
•

Will the FCU boards definitely fit? It may be useful to print out the scale diagram in
section 3.3.1 and use it to visualise how the system will be installed.

•

Are the faders for all of the channels you wish to automate next to each other?
Some designs split the console into sections. Sometimes the sections/’buckets’
don’t contain multiples of 8 faders and so faders controlled by a single FCU may be
some distance from the board.

•

Will the standard daisychain data cable reach between your planned positions for
the FCUs? Do you need to request a custom cable as described in section 3.4?

•

Will you require any faders with long interface cables to span the distance between
the FCU board and the faders which will be furthest away from it?

•

Will it be possible to install all FCU boards underneath the faders which they
control? Will the internal construction of the console (e.g. bulkheads between
‘buckets’ of channels) make it necessary to stack FCU boards on top of each other?

•

Are there any legacy systems (e.g. a defunct automation system) taking up space
inside the console?
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•

How will the master data and power cables be passed inside the console? Will you
need to perform any cutting/drilling or other physical modifications to your console?

NOTE: If in doubt, please arrange to have the work completed by a suitablyknowledgeable technician.
We have a small network of approved installers. Please get in contact via
info@fadermate.co.uk to find out if we have an installer in your area.
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4 Fitting Instructions
4.1 Before You Begin
Before fitting the FaderMate system to the console, it is strongly advised that you perform
a ‘dry run’. That is, you should find a suitably large area (e.g. a large table) and assemble
the system electrically (except for the audio connections) to ensure that everything works
as expected before modifying the console.
It is extremely important to respect the order of operations described in this section.
WARNING: The FCU system is implemented as a bare circuit board which contains
several devices which may be damaged by Electrostatic Discharge (ESD). Proper
handling precautions must be observed.
If in doubt, please seek the help of an appropriately-qualified technician before
proceeding.

4.2 Setting FCU IDs
The MCU deals with the routing of data between the individual FCUs in a FaderMate
installation and the computer running the DAW with which the system is communicating.
In order to route MIDI data appropriately between a particular FCU and a given MIDI
interface input/output pair, it is necessary that the MCU knows


How many FCUs are connected and;



Where (physically) each FCU resides in the installation

For this reason, each FCU circuit board includes an ID Selection switch. Figure 4.2.1
highlights the location of SW1 (ID Selection Switch).
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Figure 4.2.1 – FCU ID Selection Switch SW1 (Top View)

Figure 4.2.2 shows SW1 as viewed from the rear edge of the circuit board.

Figure 4.2.2 – FCU ID Selection Switch SW1 (Rear View)

Prior to connecting any cables, SW1 on each FCU module in the installation must be set to
the appropriate state.
The positions of the individual switches in SW1 correspond to the FCU ID numbers as
described in Table 4.2.1.
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Switch 1

Switch 2

FCU ID

Down

Down

1

Up

Down

2

Down

Up

3

Up

Up
Table 4.2.1 – SW1 Positions → FCU ID Map
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A FaderMate installation comprising n FCUs must always use the lowest n FCU IDs.
For example, a 16 channel system will include 2 FCUs. The 2 FCUs must have their IDs
set to 1 and 2. If, for example, the FCU IDs were set to 3 and 4, or 1 and 3, the system
would malfunction.
The most logical way of assigning FCU IDs to modules in a FaderMate installation is to
make FCU 1 control the first (leftmost) bank of 8 faders (channels 1 - 8 on the console),
FCU 2 control the second bank of 8 faders (channels 9 – 16 on the console) and so on.
WARNING: If any FCU IDs are duplicated and the system is powered up, serious
damage may result. Please ensure that all FCU IDs have been double-checked
before connecting any cables or powering up the MCU.

4.3 Installing FCUs and Routing Daisychain Cables
NOTE: Only perform this step if you are actually installing the system in a console.
If you are performing a ‘dry run’ to ensure that the system is working correctly, skip
this step.
The standard way to install an FCU is to stick it to an empty fader tray (directly underneath
the faders it will control) using the standard supplied adhesive feet. However, your console
may offer more of a challenge!
It doesn’t really matter where the FCUs are installed so long as the following rules are
followed:
•

All cables (fader, power and data interface) reach where they need to without being
placed under undue strain

•

Care is taken to not cause any short circuits or other damage to the FCU boards.
For example, a board cannot be placed directly on to a bare metal surface with no
insulating layer in between.
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It might also be useful at this stage to look forward to sections 4.4 and 4.5 to see which
cables will need to be routed where!

4.4 Connecting the Data Interface
Figure 4.4.1 shows the location of the data connector on the rear panel of the MCU.

Figure 4.4.1 – MCU Data Connector
Figure 4.4.2 shows the location of CON1 (the master data) connector on an FCU board.

Figure 4.4.2 – CON1 - FCU Master Data Connector
Figure 4.4.3 shows the location of HDR1 (the daisychain data connector) on an FCU
board.
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Figure 4.4.3 – HDR1 - FCU Daisychain Data Connector
The MCU rear panel data connector must be connected to the master data connector on
any one of the FCU modules in the FaderMate installation using the master ribbon cable. It
is not important which particular FCU module is connected to the MCU and the choice
should be determined by mechanical/convenience considerations.
All of the FCUs in the installation must have their HDR1 connectors joined together using
the daisychain ribbon cable. Note that an installation with a single FCU will not include a
daisychain ribbon cable.
Figure 4.4.4 shows the data connections for the MCU and first 2 FCUs in a FaderMate
installation.
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Figure 4.4.4 – Data Connections
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4.5 Connecting the Power Cables
Power is delivered from the MCU to a single FCU and is subsequently distributed to all
other FCUs in the installation via daisychain connections.
Figure 4.5.1 shows the power terminals on the MCU rear panel.

Figure 4.5.1 – MCU Power Terminals
Figure 4.5.2 shows the location of the power terminals (CON2 and CON3) on the FCU
circuit board.

Figure 4.5.2 – FCU CON2 and CON3 (Power Terminals)
TIP: You are advised to ‘tin’ all power wire ends after the wires have been cut to
length. This will make it easier to insert the wire into a terminal connector and will
prevent stray wire strands from causing inadvertent short circuits.
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Please observe the following points when making the power connections:
•

All power connections should be made using an appropriate length of the supplied
two core (brown/blue) power wire

•

The 0V terminal of the MCU must be connected to to the ‘-’ terminal of CON2 on a
single FCU using the blue wire in the two core pair.

•

The 12V terminal of the MCU must be connected to the ‘+’ terminal of CON2 on the
same FCU using the brown wire in the two core pair.

•

The wires should enter the rear of the FCU power connector.

Figure 4.5.3 shows connections at both ends of the MCU → FCU power distribution
arrangement.

Figure 4.5.3 – Power Connections – MCU and FCU 1

Each remaining FCU must then be supplied with power by connecting its CON2 terminals
to the CON3 terminals of the previous FCU in the ‘chain’ using appropriate lengths of the
supplied wire.
For example, the connections required for a 24 channel installation are shown in Figure
4.5.4.
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Figure 4.5.4 - Daisychain Power Connections Block Diagram
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4.6 System Connectivity Test
At this stage it should be possible to test that the FaderMate system is connected together
correctly.
WARNING: Please do not power the system up before performing all of the steps
described so far in this section in order.
It is also necessary to double-check all of the power connectors to ensure that the
polarity has not been reversed. Powering the system up with the power supply
wires connected incorrectly may cause serious damage.
Connect the MCU to the mains using the supplied IEC cable. Turn the MCU power on
using the front panel rocker switch.
You should observe the following:


The MCU front panel indicator LEDs labelled +12V, +5V and CPU (Figure 4.5.1, red
box) should all light immediately



The MCU front panel indicator LED for each connected FCU (Figure 4.6.1, yellow
box) should light solid green

Figure 4.6.1 - MCU Front Panel Indicator LEDs



The LEDs labelled +3V3, +5V and +12V (locations shown in Figure 4.6.2) on each
FCU circuit board should all light immediately
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Figure 4.6.2 - FCU Indicator LEDs

If any of the indicator LEDs are not illuminated as described, power down the system and
go back through all of the steps in this section to ensure that all have been completed
correctly.
NOTE: After performing the basic connectivity test, power down the MCU and
disconnect it from the mains before continuing.

4.7 Removing the Old Faders
NOTE: Only perform this step if you are actually installing the system in a console.
If you are performing a ‘dry run’ to ensure that the system is working correctly, skip
this step.
To remove an existing fader, two steps are required:
•

Detach the fader from the console’s metalwork

•

Disconnect the fader from the console’s audio electronics

The old fader should be unscrewed from the console metalwork by
•

taking off the fader knob (it should just pull off)
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•

detaching the fader metalwork (usually a discrete faceplate) from the console

•

removing the fader mounting screws from the faceplate

A typical fader face plate (with fader mounting screws highlighted) is shown in Figure
4.7.1.

Figure 4.7.1 - Typical Fader Face Plate
With the fader detached from the console metalwork, it is now necessary to disconnect it
electrically from the console.
WARNING: Before modifying any of the console’s internal wiring, ensure that the
console is entirely powered down.
Typically, each mono audio fader in a mixing console will be connected to the audio
electronics via 3 wires which can be labelled ‘top’, ‘wiper’ and ‘ground’.
Figure 4.7.2 shows a typical fader with the connectors labelled.
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Figure 4.7.2 - Typical Fader Audio Connections
To remove an existing fader in order to replace it with a moving fader, either de-solder or
cut each of the 3 wires. If you choose to cut the wires, it is important to leave as much
‘slack’ as possible (i.e. to cut the wire very close to the soldered terminal on the fader)
otherwise the wire may not reach the motorised fader.
It is important to remember which of the 3 wires is ‘top’, ‘wiper’ and ‘ground’ for every audio
fader which is to be replaced.
TIP: It is a good idea to label the wires as they are disconnected from the original
faders.
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4.8 Connecting Console Audio to the FCU
NOTE: Only perform this step if you are actually installing the system in a console.
If you are performing a ‘dry run’ to ensure that the system is working correctly, skip
this step.
Console audio is connected to the relevant FCU by means of the connectors labelled ‘AFn‘
(where n can be any number between 1 and 8 [inclusive]). Figure 4.8.1 illustrates the
positions of these connectors on the FCU board.

Figure 4.8.1 - FCU Audio Connector Positions
As shown in Figure 4.8.1, the signals from top to bottom are ‘Ground’, ‘Wiper’ and ‘Top’.
The audio cables which have been removed from the existing faders in the console should
be soldered to the appropriate AFn pads on the FCU board.
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4.9 Fitting and Connecting the Motorised Faders
Each motorised fader must be


Fitted to the appropriate console metalwork



Connected to the FCU which will control it

Figure 4.9.1 is a photograph of the standard Alps moving fader fitted with a custom ribbon
cable as supplied in the FCU kit.

Figure 4.9.1 - FaderMate Standard Motorised Fader
First, screw each motorised fader to the appropriate faceplate using the mounting screws
that have been removed from the original faders.
To connect a motorised fader to the FCU, the IDC interface connector on its ribbon cable
must be plugged in to the appropriate FADER n connector on as shown in Figure 4.9.2.

Figure 4.9.2 - Connecting a Fader to the FCU
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When you have all motorised faders
•

Attached to appropriate console metalwork and;

•

Connected to the FCU by the interface connectors

reassemble the console.
TIP: It may be worth placing the faders into position in the console but not (initially)
screwing the metalwork into the chassis in case you need to disassemble the
system to check the connections after doing a basic system test.
It is extremely important to check that there is no risk of stray pieces of conducting material
(e.g. old, unused wires with stripped ends) causing a short circuit on any FCU boards.
It is also highly recommended that insulating tape is used to prevent any system boards or
bare wires from making contact with any of the console’s internal wiring or unpainted parts
of its chassis.
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4.10 Basic System Test
At this stage, it should be possible to perform a basic test on the motorised faders.
WARNING: If you have built the FaderMate system up outside the console as a ‘dry
run’ prior to installing it, this step must be performed with extreme care as your
motorised faders will not be screwed down to anything. Ensure that all of the fader
knobs are unobstructed before powering up the system.
Connect the MCU to the mains and power it up using the front panel rocker switch.
In addition to the indicator LED behaviour described in section 4.5: Basic Connectivity
Test, you should also observe that all of the faders in your installation start moving.
The pattern you should see is the ‘Wave’ startup routine which causes the faders to move
in the shape of a sine wave for around 3 seconds as the system is started up.
If you would like to perform a more extensive movement test on the faders to ensure that
•

all of the faders in the installation are connected correctly and;

•

all of the faders can move freely

it is possible to enable 1 of 2 available test modes:
•

‘Wave’ test mode

•

‘Rise and Fall’ test mode

For details about test modes, please refer to the FaderMate Product Manual section Test
Modes (manual available for download from http://fadermate.co.uk/downloads.html).
If you performed a ‘dry run’ build outside the console, assuming all is well at this stage, it is
now appropriate to power down the FaderMate installation, disassemble it and install it in
the console (following the directions in this section in order to reassemble the system as
appropriate).
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4.11 System Calibration
NOTE: Only perform this step after the system has been completely installed in the
console.
If you have reached this stage, congratulations! Your FaderMate system has been
physically installed.
However, prior to using FaderMate, it is necessary to calibrate the system. Failure to
perform this step may result in poor performance such as


The motorised faders hum or rattle when stationary



Touch sensing does not operate correctly



It is not possible to cause the DAW fader to go to -inf or full-scale



The motorised faders never reach the extremes of their travel

Calibration is performed using the FaderMate GUI control panel software. Full instructions
for performing initial calibration routines are given in the FaderMate GUI User Guide.
Both of these items are available for download at http://fadermate.co.uk/downloads.

5 Using the Product
Full instructions for connecting FaderMate to a computer and using the system are given
in the FaderMate Product Manual available from http://fadermate.co.uk/downloads.
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